Please be informed the Committee on Public Works will conduct a public hearing on Thursday, March 12, 2015, 10:00 a.m. at Sen. Recto-Laurel Rooms, 2nd Floor, Senate of the Philippines, Pasay City, to deliberate on the following legislative measures:

**NAMING**


**HBN 4400** - AN ACT NAMING AS THE 'PRESIDENT CORY C. AQUINO AVENUE' THE CIRCUMFERENTIAL ROAD WHICH COMMENCES AT THE JUNCTION OF THE ILOILO-DUMANGAS COASTAL ROAD IN BALABAGO, JARO DISTRICT, ILOILO CITY, THEN FOLLOWS A GENERAL WESTWARD DIRECTION ALONG THE FLOODWAY'S SOUTH BANK TOWARDS BUHANG, JARO; TACAS, JARO AND UNGKA II, PAVIA, THEN TRAVERSES SOUTHWARDS TO THE MANDURRIAO DISTRICT, ILOILO-ANTIQUE ROAD, NEAR THE CENTER OF AREVALO DISTRICT, ILOILO CITY (Reps. Gorriceta, Cosalan, Trenas, Defensor, Tupas, Garin (O) and Biron)
HBN 4398 -AN ACT NAMING AS THE 'PRESIDENT CORY C. AQUINO AVENUE' THE CIRCUMFERENTIAL ROAD WHICH COMMENCES AT THE JUNCTION OF THE ILOILO-DUMANGAS COASTAL ROAD IN BALABAGO, JARO DISTRICT, ILOILO CITY, THEN FOLLOWS A GENERAL WESTWARD DIRECTION ALONG THE FLOODWAT'S SOUTH BANK TOWARDS BUHANG, JARO; TACAS, JARO AND UNGKA II, PAVIA, THEN TRAVERSES SOUTHWARDS TO THE MANDURRIAIO DISTRICT, ILOILO-ANTEQUE ROAD, NEAR THE CENTER OF AREVALO DISTRICT, ILOILO CITY (Reps. Gorrice, Cosaian, Trenas, Defensor, Tupas, Garin (O) and Biron)

HBN 4215- AN ACT NAMING THE CAMIGUIN CIRCUMFERENTIAL ROAD IN THE PROVINCE OF CAMIGUIN INTO THE PEDRO P. ROMUALDO CIRCUMFERENTIAL HIGHWAY (Reps. Romualdo and Cosaian)

HBN 1247-AN ACT NAMING THE DIVERSION ROAD IN SORSOGON CITY, SORSOGON AS SALVADOR H. ESCUDERO III DIVERSION ROAD (Reps. Ramos, Co and Batocabe)

HBN 1140-AN ACT NAMING THE NATIONAL ROAD FROM BARANGAY ABANGAY TO BARANGAY POBLACION, MUNICIPALITY OF DINGLE, PROVINCE OF ILOILO AS BOARD MEMBER RUFINO A. PALABRICA JR. NATIONAL ROAD(Reps. Biron and Cosaian)

HBN 1042-AN ACT NAMING THE DIVERSION ROAD IN Tacloban City, Leyte As Gov. Benjamin 'Kokoy' T. Romualdez Diversion Road(Reps. Romualdez and Cosaian)

II. RENAMING

HBN 4013- AN ACT RENAMING THE ACOP - TUBLAY, KAPANGAN - KIBUNGAN - BAKUN - SINIPSIP, BUGUIAS SECONDARY NATIONAL ROAD IN THE PROVINCE OF BENGUEAT TO GOV. BADO DANGWA NATIONAL ROAD(Reps. Cosaian, Bulut-Begtang, Aliping, Baguilat, Dalog and Agyao)

HBN 4012- AN ACT RENAMING THE GUREL - BOKOD - KABAYAN - ABATAN ROAD IN THE PROVINCE OF BENGUEAT TO CONG. ANDRES ACOP COSALAN ROAD (Reps. Dalog, Bulut-Begtang, Aliping, Baguilat, Agyao and Cosaian)

In this regard, we are respectfully requesting your honor's presence in the said hearing. Thank you.

By the authority of the Chairman:
SEN. FERDINAND R. MARCOS JR.

ASSUMPTION INGRID B. REYES
Committee Secretary
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